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Preface

The National Center for Education Statistics (NCES) collects data, directs analyses, and
publishes information concerning the condition of education in the United States. In this role,
NCES has collected secondary school transcripts since 1982, starting with the High School and
Beyond longitudinal study. Transcript data are frequently used to address national policy
concerns. Transcripts are also an important component of administrative records at the local
level. National transcript data provide some benchmarks against which states and localities can
assess their situation.

The power of transcript data, however, can be undermined by the use of differing
definitions, conflicting methodologies, and non-standard procedures in the various studies
analyzing these data. This report, Procedures Guide for Transcript Studies, is a result of
numerous researchers and policy makers reaching consensus on several aspects of analyzing
transcripts. Written for the benefit of current and prospective researchers who use transcript data,
it provides information that should lead to standardized practices and an understanding of the
decisions that are made when analyzing these data.

Along with a companion guide, 1998 Revision of the Secondary School Taxonomy, it is
hoped that this report can facilitate better and more accurate comparisons of local, state, and
national data, leading to a greater use of transcripts for policy, research, and practice.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Introduction

Over the past 15 years, NCES transcript information has figured prominently in both policy

and research. Answers to questions regarding the number and type of courses students take, the

coherence and rigor of the programs of study that they complete, and the variation among students

according to their characteristics or the communities in which they live provide the nation with a

greater understanding of the challenges yet to be met within our schools. They also help us

understand the progress that has been made on many of the major education initiatives that have

been the focus of national and state policy. For example, to what extent do student course-taking

patterns reflect efforts to raise high school graduation requirements? Is there evidence of progress

on efforts to reduce students' "milling around" in the high school curriculum so that they can

concentrate on completing a more focused or sequential program of study?

To improve the usefulness of transcript data for addressing these and other policy concerns,

one issue that must be addressed is the variation in how transcript data are analyzed and reported. In

performing work for NCES, various contractors have applied different decision rules to their

analyses and have created different variables when describing students, courses, or school programs.

In 1996, NCES requested a review of the procedures used to collect, analyze, and report information

from high school transcripts to improve the usefulness and accuracy of transcript data. This

project's wide-ranging discussions and research concerning transcript data and the opportunities and

challenges they present during collection, compilation, analysis, and use are presented in two

papers. This paper, Procedures Guide for Transcript Studies, sets forth a set of standard procedures

for conducting secondary school transcript analyses with NCES data. The recommendations and

guidelines presented here will be relevant mainly to those who employ the student-level transcript

files, whether alone or in conjunction with other student-level files. Courses files for each transcript

study also exist. A companion paper, The 1998 Revision of the Secondary School Taxonomy,

concerns the framework used for aggregating individual course offerings when analyzing transcript

data.

1



Organization of the Paper

This brief report documents recommendations for transcript analyses and construction of

derived variables for future studies using high school transcript data. Chapter 2 covers decision rules

for keeping or discarding cases in creating an analysis file. Chapters 3 and 4 present

recommendations regarding the main derived variables researchers may want to use and describes

how to construct them.

For the most part, these recommendations are based on the carefully reviewed decisions made

for the 1996 report Trends in Participation in Secondary Vocational Education: 1982-1992. The

Trends report capitalized on four data sets containing student transcripts: High School and Beyond

(HS&B), 1987 High School Transcript Study (HSTS:87), 1990 High School Transcript Study

(HSTS:90), and National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88).1 The precedents set by

Trends have been followed by many researchers doing work for NCES publications, but a few

studies since 1994 have departed from these decisionseither in which cases were retained for

analysis or in details of how certain variables were constructed, or both. Where the recommendation

differs from the general precedent established by Trends, the difference is explicitly noted after the

recommendation and variable construction description. The other reports documented here are

Vocational Course Taking and Achievement: An Analysis of High School Transcripts and 1990

NAEP Assessment Scores (McCormick, Tuma, and Houser, 1995); Vocational Education in the

U.S.: The Early 1990s (Levesque et al., 1995); and 1994 High School Transcript Study Tabulations:

Comparative Data on Credits Earned and Demographics for 1994, 1990, 1987, and 1982 High

School Graduates (Legum et al., 1997).

For each variable documented, this paper first makes a recommendation that frequently

includes background information or general reasoning for the recommendation. Following the

recommendation, specific guidelines for the construction of the variable are presented for each of

five data sets (HS&B, HSTS:87, HSTS:90, HSTS:94, and NELS:88/92). Then, as explained in the

paragraph above, different approaches that have been used are noted.

'Although the High School Transcript Studies were performed in conjunction with the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) and in the
case of 1990 and later studies used NAEP identification numbers when known, they are conceptually separate from NAEP with separate non-response at
the school and student levels, sometimes separate sampling ratios, and separate weighing and variance estimation.
NELS:88 is the name of the study itself, the transcript data is contained within the 1992 Follow-up. From this point on, this paper will make reference to
NELS:88/92, indicating the Second Follow-up of NELS:88 undertaken in 1992. 2
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Chapter 2
Defining Cases to Retain for Analysis

The fundamental decisions about which cases to keep for analysis naturally depend mainly on

the purposes of that analysis. The recommendations made in this report are based mainly on the

criteria used in the Trends report, which, like most high school transcript studies, focused on the

courses taken over all four years of high school by students who graduated. The Trends report

therefore excluded students who had left high school without graduating or who lacked a reasonable

number of credits (see below for details). The Trends report also focused only on graduates of

public schools, although that condition has been deleted from our recommendation. Clearly, if a

future study had a very different purpose (for example, comparing graduates' versus dropouts'

course-taking during the first two years of high school), different criteria would need to be used to

select cases as the study purposes dictate. Other studies may want to compare course taking of

students who were still in high school after four years, students who had dropped out, and students

who had graduated. For any such future studies, decision rules used in the Trends report and the

recommendations made here would clearly need to be reviewed and altered accordingly.

Recommendation: When the study purpose is to compare the course-taking or course achievement

patterns among groups of students who have graduated from high school, include

only students who completed at least 16 credits and have some positive number

of English credits. Where reliable credit totals are not available, a variable that

categorizes graduation status, including students who graduated and excluding

those who dropped out or were still enrolled in a high school program should be

used.2 The English credit requirement is recommended because having zero

English credits is a clear indication that a transcript record is faulty. (The revised

Secondary School Taxonomy (SST) places English as a Second Language credits

within the English category; with the revised SST, this requirement will not

inadvertently exclude students in bilingual programs.)

2A -floor and "ceiling" check of credits are both useful during file construction to flag transcripts for further investigation, if the floor and ceiling are set
at levels below a minimal and above a maximal course load over four years. With the advent and popularity of block schedules, 38 Carnegie units (credits)
may be an appropriate upper limit. The measures need to be used judiciously; when Stanley Legum investigated several schools where many students had
more than 32 credits, he found that the courses and credit totals appeared legitimate (see Legum, 1997).

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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HS&B

High school graduates only (composite variable using a combination of SY12=1 [graduated],
RESNLEFT=1 [graduated], and FUSTTYPE=6 [student was a senior during First Followup]);
and

Adequate amount of credit available on transcript: >16 credits, and >0 English credits.

Note: Unusually high credit amounts (both for individual courses and as total accumulated
credit) were observed for some students within the HS&B transcript data set. Research revealed
that students at ten schools had received credit amounts that seemed extreme and further
analysis of the titles of the courses taken by these students warranted that a correction be made
for students in these ten schools. This correction has become known as the Geist correction,
named for Mary Geist, who documented the corrective algorithms in her Addendum to High
School and Beyond Transcript Survey (1982): Data File User's Manual Revised Student
Credits. These edits should be made to the data file before determining the cases to be retained
and running analyses of the transcript data.

HSTS:87

Regular or honors graduates only (exstat=1 or 2 only). Excluding students with exstat=3 or 4
will exclude those who received a diploma with special education adjustments or certificates
of attendance; this procedure will not exclude disabled or special education students who
received regular or honors diplomas;

Adequate amount of credit available on transcript: >16 credits, and >0 English credits.

HSTS:90

Regular or honors graduates only (exstat =l or 2 only); exclude special education diploma
recipients (as explained above in HSTS:87); and

Adequate amount of credit available on transcript: >16 credits, and >0 English credits.

HSTS:94

Regular or honors graduates only (exstat=1 or 2 only); exclude special education diploma
recipients (as explained above in HSTS:87); and

Adequate amount of credit available on transcript: >16 credits, and >0 English credits.

NELS:88/92

Regular or honors graduates only (f2reas1=1 or 2 only); and
Adequate amount of credit available on transcript: >16 credits, and >0 English credits.

Note: Use the weight f2trscwt, which retains all students in the Second Followup plus all in the
12th-grade freshened sample.

Different Approaches to Analysis File Decisions:

Trends in Participation in Secondary Vocational Education: 1982-1992
In addition to a floor of 16 credits and positive English credit, Trends also used a ceiling of 32

credits to exclude students from the analysis.
The Trends report retained HS&B students for analysis only if they had graduated from a public

high school (HSTYPE=1). Also, students had to have been members of the 1980 Sophomore
cohort and have had valid records in the Transcript Survey file.

These students were classified by the reason they had left high school, in order to retain only

13 8 6
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those students who had graduated. If the three variables SY12 (from the Second Follow-up
survey), RESNLEFT (from the Transcript survey), and FUSTTYPE (from the First Follow-up
survey) all indicated the student had graduated, the student was kept in the study. If the data in
these three variables differed, the student was classified using the variable in this order of
preference: SY12, RESNLEFT, and FUSTTYPE.

The Trends report also included students from the HSTS:87 data set with an exit status of 7
[ "other" exit status, such as transfers and late graduates].

Vocational Course Taking and Achievement: An Analysis of High School Transcripts and 1990
NAEP Assessment Scores

Students from HSTS who also had linked assessment scores were studied; those with no
assessment scores were excluded.

Note: This report used the 1990 HSTS and NAEP assessment scores only.

5
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Chapter 3
Student Characteristics: Variable Definitions

The recommendations in this section concern only those variables describing the demographic

characteristics of disability status and limited English proficiency status. Raceethnicity and

parental education variables are other commonly-used variables in transcript analyses; however, it is

premature to provide recommendations in this paper regarding these two characteristics because of

the concurrent work of other task forces and consensus-building bodies. Task forces are currently

working to establish tabulation and reporting guidelines that reflect the revisions announced in

October 1997 to the Office of Management and Budget's Statistical Policy Directive 15, but have

not yet completed their mission.3 Another effort is underway to establish a government-wide policy

regarding the collection, analysis, and reporting of educational attainment data (including parents'

education).4

DISABILITY STATUS

Recommendation: In transcript studies, the factor of interest to most researchers is whether a student

disability interfered with school performance or if students with disabilities have

course-taking patterns that differ widely from those of other students. Although

disability status variables are important for a variety of reasons, it is

recommended that researchers create a single has disability/no disability variable.

This variable should be based on any of the following: the existence of a

student's disability, the presence of an Individual Educational Program (IEP), or

enrollment in a special education course or program.

The minimum race-ethnicity categories specified in the revised Directive 15 include (in alphabetical order) American Indian or Alaska Native; Asian;
Black or African American; Hispanic or Latino; Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander; and White. Respondents to any survey conducted using the
revised Directive 15 will be allowed to choose more than one designation.
4
Parental education was defined in Trends as the higher of the both parents' educational attainment and was categorized as Less than high school

completion; High school completion; Some postsecondary education; BA/BS degree; Advanced degree; and Missing. Although the HSTS data sets do not
include information on parental education, these data can be obtained for HSTS students who also participated in NAEP by merging the HSTS data file
with the appropriate NAEP student data file using the itudenti' NAEP identifidation number. Parental education variables appear in the HS&B and
NELS:88/92 data files.
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Previous studies used handicapped/not handicapped as the lab-A for disability

status. Has disability/no disability should be used in the future.

Creating a single disability state ... variable from all four data sets is difficult at

best, because HS&B uses a sigtilficantly different definition from those in the

other three surveys. However, for those who want to use a variable for disabled

students from HS&B, the code is provided here.

HS&B (1982)

Has disability If BB011H=2 or BB0111=2 (student had been in a special program for
the educationally or physically handicapped), or
BB087A=1, any of BB087CBB087G=1 (student had a specific
learning disability, was hard of hearing or deaf, had a speech
disability, orthopedic handicap, or other health impairment), or
BB088=2 (student had a physical condition that limits work on a job
or chances for more education), or
FY9H=2 or FY9I=2 (student was in a special program for the
eduat.:,lonally or physically handicapped in junior or senior year), or
FY1i.',/..AFY103G=1 or FY104=2 (student had any of the specific
disabilities listed above, or a visual handicap that was not corrected,
or a limiting condition as listed above), or
SY26AK1=1 or SY26AK2 =1 (student received scholarship,
fellowship, grant, or benefits from the Division of Vocational
Rehabilitation Education), student was considered handicapped.

No disability All others.

Note for HS&B: The code above uses the same choices as the HANDICAP composite variable
from the Third Followup of HS&B. (HANDICAP itself should not be used because not all
records in the transcript file have a value for it.) Students provided item responses.

HSTS:87

Has disability If student had a disability listed in Q5 of the Special Education
Student Questionnaire, had a nonzero value for Q6D (time spent in
special education classroom), or had a value from 1-3 for Q7A, Q7B,
or Q7C (severity of physical, psychosocial, and cognitive limitations),
student was considered disabled.

No disability If none of the above statements was true.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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HSTS:90 (HCFLAG)

Has disability If student was listed as having an IEP on the IEP/LEP Student
Questionnaire or at least one item of Q06Q15 was non-zero in the
"student with a disability" section of that survey, student was
considered disabled. Items Q06Q15 of the 1990 HSTS offers detail
about the specific disability, severity of disability, and special
education programs.

If none of the above statements was true.No disability

HSTS:94 (HCFLAG)
Has disability If student had an IEP, Q1 on the IEP/LEP Questionnaire was either 1

(A disability [physical or mental disability]) or 3 (Both a disability
and limited English proficiency), or if a specific handicapping
condition was identified in Q5 and Q7 indicated that the student was
in a special education program for some part of the day, student was
considered disabled.

No disability Otherwise, student was not considered disabled.

Note for HSTS data files: EXSTAT also indicates receipt of special educationstudents with a
value of 3 are those who received a diploma with special education adjustments, and students
with a value of 4 received certificates of attendance. However, unless the cases retained for
analysis deviated from the guidelines of this document, these students will not be in the analysis
file (see chapter 2). School staff provided item responses.

NELS:88/92 (F2RSPFLG)

Has disability

No disability

If F2RSPFLG=01 or 04 (In the flag for specialized courses or
programs, student was categorized as having participated in a special
education course or program [01] or participated in special education
and bilingual education [04]).

If F2RSPFLG=02, 03, 05, 06 or 98 (In the flag for specialized courses
or programs, student was not categorized as having participated in a
special education course or program).

Note: The flag used in NELS only indicates participation in a special education course or
program (on the assumption that students without some kind of disability would not be part of
such a course or program).

Different Approaches to Disability Status:

Vocational Education in the U.S.: The Early 1990s, when using the NELS:88/92 data, relied

on parent and teacher reports of whether the student was disabled, as opposed to student-reported

data as in the other surveys. (If BYHANDPR=1 or BYHANDTR=1, then disabled; otherwise, the

student was not disabled.) The variable BYHANDPR indicates whether the parent reported that the

student was enrolled in a program for the orthopedically handicapped or learning disabled, while

9
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BYHANDTR indicates whether either of two teachers reported that the student had any handicaps

that interfered with school performance.

Although the groups identified as disabled by these two measures (parent and teacher reports)

will not match perfectly, the academic and vocational course-taking patterns among the two groups

of students are similar. Therefore, it is not critical which variable is chosen for this measure.

LIMITED ENGLISH PROFICIENCY STATUS

Recommendation: Researchers should use the coding below for the HSTS and NELS data sets to

distinguish Limited English Proficient (LEP) students from non-LEP students. (A

comparable variable was not included in the HS&B and HSTS:87 surveys.)

HSTS:90 (Q01B in IEP/LEP file)

LEP

Not LEP

If Q01B=1, student was Limited English Proficient.

If Q01B=0, student was not Limited English Proficient.

HSTS:94 (Q01B in IEP/LEP file)

LEP

Not LEP

NELS:88/92 (BYLEP)

LEP

Not LEP

If Q01B=1, student was Limited English Proficient.

If Q01B=0, student was not Limited English Proficient.

If bylep=1, student was Limited English Proficient.

If bylep ne 1, student was not Limited English Proficient.

Note: The NELS:88/92 composite variable BYLEP included in the data set uses the student's
Base Year self-report and both teachers' reports; if any one of these classified the student as
LEP, then s/he was counted as LEP. The HSTS LEP information is taken from the IEP/LEP
questionnaire, filled out by staff.

10
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Chapter 4
School Program/Coursework Characteristics: Variable Definitions

In addition to distinguishing students based on their own personal characteristics or those of

their families, interest remains high in distinguishing students based on their high school program of

worka specialization in either academic or vocational coursework, or both; the type of vocational

concentration, if any; and adherence to the New Basics recommended curriculum. It is possible to

define these distinctions and then, according to actual transcript data, determine the differences in

achievement (or other outcomes) of those students who fall within the defined categories. The

following section presents recommendations regarding variables that reflect program and

coursework characteristics and includes descriptions for construction. Many of the variable

construction descriptions refer to the Secondary School Taxonomy division of coursework (the

variables beginning with r); the recommendations reflect revisions to the SST made in the report

1998 Revision of the Secondary School Taxonomy. When mentioned below, credits refer to

Carnegie units.

SCHOOL PROGRAM

Recommendation: Defining what is meant by an "academic" or "vocational" program remains of

interest; several states provide different kinds of diplomas or certification seals

based on the types and numbers of courses completed by students. "Tech-Prep"

and "College Prep" (although the two are not mutually exclusive) have also

become popular program concentrations, as more schools have moved to provide

all students with defined programs of study.

To construct the school program variable, researchers will first chose between the

strict specialist definition and the more lenient but still meaningful concentration

definition for both academic and vocational programs areas. Researchers must

then tabulate statistics for those students who meet the criteria of each of the four

categories: both academic and vocational criteria; the academic criteria only; the

vocational criteria only; and none of the criteria.

11



Below, possible combinations for the school program variable are -.;resented. then

the two types (specialist and concentrator)

vocational program areas.

Possible combinations for School Program Variable:

are defined for acaderr.

A 13 C D
Acad. Specialist Acad. Specialist Acad. Concentrator Acad. Concentrator
Vocat'l Specialist Vocat'l Concentrator Vocat'l Specialist Vocat'l Concentrator
Dual Specialist Both Both Dual Concentrator
Neither Neither Neither Neither

and

Academic specialist
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (rl_3);
at least 3 credits in mathematics at the Algebra 1 level or higher (rl_14 through r1_18);
at least 2 credits in biology, chemistry, or physics (r1_22, rl_23, or rl_24);
at least 2 credits in social studies (rl_4) with at least 1 credit in US or world history
(rl_41 or r1_42):
at least 2 credits in a single foreign language (r1_6 categories 1 through 6); and
does not also meet the criteria for vocational specialization or concentration.

Academic concentrator
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (rl_3);
at least 3 credits in mathematics (r1_1);
at least 3 credits in science (r1_2);
at least 3 credits in social studies (rl_4); and
does not also meet the criteria for vocational specialization or concentration.

Vocational specialist
Student earned at least 4 credits in a single SLMP vocational area (r2_C categories), with
at least 2 of these credits in that SLMP's 2nd-level or higher courses or co-op/work
experience coursework; and
does not also meet the criteria for academic specialization or concentration.

Vocational concentrator
Student earned at least 3 credits total in a single Specific Labor Market Preparation
(SLMP) vocational area (r2_C categories); and
does not also meet the criteria for academic specialization or concentration.

Note: Written above as mutually exclusive for the sake of brevity, definitions for students who
meet "both" criteria must exclude the last phrase ("and does not also meet the criteria of..."), or
else the defined set will be empty.
Example:
If combination B were chosen for a particular analyses, the exact definitions would be:

Academic specialist
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (r1_3); at least 3 credits in mathematics at the
Algebra 1 level or higher (rl_14 through r1_18); at least 2 credits in biology, chemistry,
or physics (r1_22, rl_23, or rl_24); at least 2 credits in social studies (rl_4) with at least
1 credit in US or world history (rl_41 or r1_42); at least 2 credits in a single foreign
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language (rl _6 categories 1 through 6); and does not also meet the criteria for vocational
concentration.

Vocational concentrator
Student earned at least 3 credits total in a single Specific Labor Market Preparation
(SLMP) vocational area (r2_C categories); and does not also meet the criteria for
academic specialization or concentration.

Both
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (r1_3); at least 3 credits in mathematics at the
Algebra 1 level or higher (r1_14 through r1_18); at least 2 credits in biology, chemistry,
or physics (r1_22, r1_23, or r1_24); at least 2 credits in social studies (r1_4) with at least
1 credit in US or world history (r1_41 or r1_42); at least 2 credits in a single foreign
language (r1_6 categories 1 through 6); and at least 3 credits total in a single Specific
Labor Market Preparation (SLMP) vocational area (r2_C categories).

Neither
Student does not meet the criteria for academic specialization nor for vocational
concentration.

Different Approaches to School Program Specialization:

The 1987, 1990, and 1994 High School Transcript Study Tabulations used the following definitions
for program concentration:

Academic Student earned at least 12 credits in mathematics, science, English, and social
studies (together), and less than 3 in any SLMP field;

Vocational Student earned less than 12 credits in mathematics, science, English, and
social studies (together), and at least 3 in any single SLMP field;

Both Student earned at least 12 credits in mathematics, science, English, and social
studies (together), and at least 3 in any single SLMP field;

Neither Student earned credits insufficient to meet either the academic or vocational
requirements as specified above.

Vocational Education in the U.S.: The Early 1990s used the following categories for program
specialization:

College prep specialist
Student earned at least 4 credits in English; 3 credits in mathematics, with at
least 1 credit in Algebra or a higher mathematics course; 3 credits in science,
with at least 1 credit in chemistry or physics; and 2 credits in a single foreign
language;

Vocational specialist
Student earned at least 4 credits in a single SLMP vocational area, with at
least 2 of these credits in that SLMP's 2nd-level or higher courses;

Other
Students fulfilled neither of the conditions above.

Note: If a student fulfilled requirements for both college prep and vocational specializations,
Vocational Education in the U.S. counted them in the vocational category, while Vocational
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Course Taking and Achievement court,: . them in the college prep category. There were only a
small number of such cases, so estima.t. did not differ greatly due to this difference in decision.

NEW BASICS REQUIREMENTS

Recommendation: The National Commission on Excellence in Education recommended that all

students earn at least 4 credits in English, 3 credits each in mathematics, science,

and social studies, and 1/2 credit in computer science; these are often called the

New Basics requirements. For those students intending to go on to college, the

Commission added an additional recommendation of 2 credits in a single foreign

language. The following categories should be used when defining which

combinations of academic credit areas a student met.

College ,,=found (CB) Core Curriculum
Studen. earned at least 4 credits in English (rl_3), at least 3 credits in mathematics
(r1_1), at least 3 credits in science (r1_2), at least 3 credits in social studies (rl_4), at
least 1/2 credit in computer science (see computer science note below), and at least 2
credits in a single .1'-breign language (rl_6 categories 1 through 6);

Core Curriculum
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (rl_3), at least 3 credits in mathematics
(r1_1), at least 3 credits in science (rl_2), at least 3 credits in social studies (rl_4), and at
least 1/2 credit in computer science (see computer science note below);

CB Core, except computer science
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (rl_3), at least 3 credits in mathematics
(r1_1), at least 3 credits in science (r1_2), at least 3 credits in social studies (r1_4), and at
least 2 credits in a single foreign language (rl_6 categories 1 through 6);

Core, except computer science
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (rl_3), at least 3 credits in mathematics
(r1_1), at least 3 credits in science (rl_2), and at least 3 credits in social studies (r1_4);

Less than Core
Student earned at least 4 credits in English (rl_3), at least 2 credits in mathematics
(r1_1), at least 2 credits in science (r1_2), and at least 3 credits in social studies (r1_4);

All other patterns
All other cases in the sample.

Note: Core, except computer science is known as "Law 1" in the HSTS; Less than Core is "Law
2" in the HSTS.

Computer science note:
The variable comprel was defined during the 1998 revision of the Secondary School Taxonomy and
consists of the CSSC codes that denote computer-related coursework. The following CSSC course
codes are included in comprel.

01.0161, 06.1200, 07.0300, 07.0311, 07.0321, 07.0322, 07.0331, 07.0332, 07.0341, 07.0351,
07.0352, 07.0361, 07.0371, 07.0641, 07.0642, 07.0643, 07.0711, 07.0712, 07.0713, 07.0721,
11.0100, 11.0111, 11.0121, 11.0122, 11.0131, 11.0132, 11.0141, 11.0151, 11.0200, 11.0211,
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11.0212, 11.0213, 11.0221, 11.0231, 11.0232, 11.0241, 11.0242, 11.0251, 11.0252, 11.0261,
11.0271, 11.0300, 11.0311, 11.0312, 11.0313, 11.0321, 11.0400, 11.0500, 11.9900, 21.0127,
15.0431, and 50.0811.

Different Approaches to New Basics Requirements

Vocational Course Taking and Achievement used the following breakdowns of adherence to the
New Basics requirements:

All recommendations met
Student earned at least 4 credits in English, 3 in mathematics, 3 in science, 3 in social
studies, 2 in foreign language, and 1/2 credit in computer science;

All recommendations met except computer science and foreign language
4 English, 3 math, 3 science, 3 social studies (not computer science, not foreign
language);

Lacking one credit in adherence to science and social studies recommendations
4 English, 3 math, 2 science, and 2 social studies;

Lacking one credit in adherence to math, science and social studies recommendations
4 English, 2 math, 2 science, and 2 social studies;

Some other combination
(all others).



AREA OF VOCATIONAL CONCENTRATION

Recommendation: Use the following areas of vocational concentration, which come directly from

the Secondary School Taxonomy, using the more lenient school program

concentration (at least three credits in a specific labor market preparation area).

No vocational concentration
Student did not earn at least 3 credits in any SLMP field (SST 2_C categories).

Agriculture and Renewable Resources
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_CO

Business
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_CO2.

Marketing and Distribution
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_CO3.

Health Care
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_C04.

Public and Protective Services
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_C05.

Trade and Industry
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_C06.

Technology and Communications
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_C07.

Personal and Other Services
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_C08.

Food Seryice and Hospitality
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_C09.

Child Care and Education
Student earned at least 3 credits in SST category 2_C10.

Note: In Trends, if a student earned at least 3 credits in two or more vocational areas, they were
assigned to the area in which they had earned the most credits. In cases where the number of
credits is the same, they were assigned to the first area of concentration on the list. In cases such
as this, it may be prudent to assign students based on the number of credits earned in 2nd-level
or higher coursework.
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GRADE POINT AVERAGE (GPA)

Recommendation: A variable reflecting a student's GPA (such as the "Mostly As, Mostly Bs,

Mostly Cs" variable used in Trends) provides a quick indication to readers of

students' success in their secondary coursetaking. The GPA variable can be

constructed for all graded coursework or for subsections of coursework (for

example, GPA in academic courses only).

A student's grade point average is calculated by multiplying the standard grade

by the credit received for each course attempted, summing those products, and

dividing the total by the sum of the credits. Noncredit courses are not included in

this calculation.

Grade information as reported on transcripts vary widely, but is normally expressed as a

numeric or letter grade. Typical letter grades include A, B, C, D, and F, but can also include E, P,

W, and others. In addition, some schools include "÷" and "-" on the letters to further distinguish

students' course performance. When expressed as numbers, the proper conversion of the grades into

letters also varies across schools and school districts.

The 1994 HSTS study used the following conversion unless documentation from the school

specified a different conversion:

Numeric grade Letter grade standard
90-100 4 (=A)
80-89 3 (=B)
70-79 2 (=C)
60-69 1 (=D)
<60 0 (=F)

Another popular conversion algorithm used by schools is as follows:

Numeric grade Letter grade standard
94-100 4 (=A)
85-93 3 (=B)
75-84 2 (=C)
65-74 1 (=D)
<65 0 (=F)
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No recommendation is made here regarding the most appropriate conversion algorithm; it

depends upon the depth of information received from the schools, and whether the schools without

information are located within a state where one method is typically used.
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